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JUNE 1979

Two articles this rnonth deal one
way or another with human sexual.

ity-the lead story by Mark

Minges

and the Opinion/Response section on
pages 17-19. As Christians reflect on
such problems as pre-marital sex, di.

vorce, sex roles, and homosexuality,
it quickìy becomes apparent that another issue must be addressed: our
use of Suipture. As I write this, the
city of San l¡¡ancisco is cleaning r-rp
after a demonstration in which Christian ministers defended the gay liberation movernenü. Other Christians,

with equal zeal, quote plain
passages against
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Bible

hornosexuality. What

lies behind such differences?

On the one hand is the view that
the Bible reflects the developmenL of
people moving towarcl God's main
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purpose: human enhancernent, fulfillment, and freedom. 'Ihe movement is

1f)

not always upward--sornetimes the
people misùakenly go to war in the
name of God, oppress womenr prac,
tice slavery, and condemn homo-
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Ssxmal
Chrñstf,nm
By MARK R. MlNcËS

really say? What is its message, not just to the
body or to the brain, but to the spirit? (You all
remernber the spirit, don't you? That's the name
we use synonymously with "the real me;" "my
heart," or "me deep down inside.") The magazines and movies which depict "sexual intercourse" so freely these days emphasize the fact
that it ts sexual intercourse. But what about the
rest? What about the fact that it is sexual liztercourse? Can any intercourse be so intimate and
fail to be spiritual in meaning? There's not a lot
on this over in the supermarket magazine rack.
We've long heard people saying, "The world
has gone ctazy, and no one knows right from
wrong anymore," which is followed by a recounting of practices now considered acceptable
which were once frowned upon. But what about
the other side of it? I'm not so concerned that
people fail to recognize wrorlg, as that they fail
to recognize right. Consider 'othe" current value
term regarding sexuaì expression. Things aren't
ttright" or "wroì-rg" anymore, just t'o.k." Just
o.k.? We can't even get into believing that things
we do in our sexual ìives carr be more than
blandly "o.k."-that they can be magnificent,
or sordid.

I suppose there are at least three dozen authoritative sources for people who are seeking
answers to questions of sexual physioìogy" And
if it's the psychology of sex you're after, your
local bookstore ought to be able to provide you
with several years'reading from a single visit.
But I can't help but feel that many people
must share a curiosity of mine: What does sex
Mark Minges says of himself , "I am a Christian working
as a clerk/truck loader (for the food), praying to deuelop
into a wril:er (for the Føith), liuing as a c.reature of Gocl
in this crealion of man, Houston,Texas. It is not borínç."
JUNE,1979

Our TV shows, movies, and magazines currently provide one view of what sex means to
personal relationships. In the typical situation,
boy-meets-girl, or girl-meets-boy (and more often

now, boy-meets-boy, or girl-meets-boy"and-girl,
etc.) and they want to be friends. So what do
they do? 'lhey spend their time in totally unreal
situations, i"e., "dating," until they feel it's time
to get closer. Then they hop in bed, "mahe love,"
and try to thereby foster some sort of intimacy.
The idea is to express your love, regardless of
whether the expressions are authentic.
How dumb can you get? I{ow can ânyone
think that the strongest expressive intimate
actiotz which humans can make will have any
?-67

meanirlg withoul being empowered by their
strongest qttitude? Unk¡ss the power of the ex¡lression is rlatched by tire power of the attitude,
tìre whole tl'ring comes across as mere play-acting.
And sexual ¡rlay,acting is nothing more than
prostitution.
I want t<t entertain a view of the person which
grants the greatest value, the highest worth. Because of this, I look at the same world as everyonr: else, but I r:hoose to see it through the eyes
of faith. Therefore, I see God here, and I see the
impact of his will upon us. I think that this God
is c¡ur Creator, and that it means something profound to be "made in his image." I certainly
don't understand all of what this means, but I'm
coming to see some of its implications for our
sexual lives.

trdr exarnplc, I thinh that this God-a God of

I

love,

it

is clairned-wants people to be free and
But what do the TV shows portray? 'Ihere you have people whose lives are not
only centered on sex, but imprisoned by it. Even
when portrayed as comedy, the sexual interactions seem more a chase scene than a celebration.
Often, it becomes a no-win situation-either they
never get together, or, if thr:y do, they act like
the kid with the stolen candy bar and stand
around making blatant allusions to the fact that
it was obtained indiscreetÌy. When their TV
friends stop responding with wry approval, they
must soon abandon that relationship for another,
in order to regain their peers'favor in the "forbidden fruit" game.
It's pure jive. What has happened to the joy
of sex itself? Is it to be relegated to second place
in deference to the desire for public recognition
of our gamesmanship? Is sex after all a spectator
sport?
I can't Ì:uy that. Else why the remarkable
fact that humans rnahe love face-to-face? Would
it not seem plausible that if there were this,,God
of love" that we Christians talk about, that he
woulcl so form us as to mahe it the norm that
we share our intimacies face-to-face? Would this
not help us communicate, if communication
were desired? Is not the eyr: the window of the
soul? Ancì what are we trying to see, anyhow?
What is thc sexual act expressing? Well, if the
number of broken relationshi¡rs is any indication,
peopl.e aren't seeing that it expresses very mncll
at all !

not

enslaved.

What is the problem with the expression? Perhaps some counseling on techr-rique is needed,
But what if the act is good, but the heart comes
away empty? In that case, and I think there are
millions of them, then something else is to blame.
I believe the act fails to express because the
expression is counterfeit. I think the expression
is counterfeit because it doesn't proceed from
the whole person. For in our times, we look
upon people as organic machines driven by little
invisible "spirits" (this Greek view is, alas, even
embraced by many ill-informed Christians). In
other words, it is the classical body/soul dualistic view of man.
And so, of course, one can offer the body
without offering one's true "self," i.e., the spirit.
And one can hold back the spirit-self, keeping it
safe, until somehow "true love" appears and it is
no longer risky to bare the soul.
A Christian has a different view of what a person is, ancl therefore of what is necessary to be
truly expressive, sexually. We think that we are
our body. As a matter of fact, in the ancient
Hebrew language of the Bible, there is no word
for "body" in the sense we mean when we say,
"He loved her body and soul." There is an inner
and outer self, the flesh and the feelings. But
these are only hypothetical "parts," for the
whole is the whole, a person is indivisible.
It's probably more accurâte not even to refer
to tlre sexual "part" of us, or for that matter, to
the emotional "part" or the intellectual "patt."
Fc¡r such usage simply makes us look upon a person as if he were a componentized machine. We
need to rcalize that although we may focus our
thoughts, and'concentrate upon particular aspects of our selves, that we are not thereby actually breaking that self into little parts.

A

Éln¿

yet the tragedy of much sexual activity

is that people act as if they could so divide themselves. The results do not make for the building

of personal integrity, but rather for personal
fragmentation. One-night stands and disposable
marriages are harmful not so much because they
flout sociaì convention as that they force individuals into self-betrayals, self-exploitation. For
what else might we call an action which seeks to
satisfy the need of one "part', of our self at the
expense of another "part"?
Against this view of sex as a tyrant stands the
Christian view of sex as a servant. For the Christian, the sexual act is a promise (non-Christians
JUNE, 1979

apparently hold this view also, since there is such
joy when its hopes are fulfilled, and such dejection when they are not). It is in part a promise
of creative power. For like the God in whose
image we are made, we see that life is in us, and
comes forth. And what of that which comes
forth, the human child? How much nourishment it demands, how helpless it is in contrast
to the newborn of lion, horse, or porpoise. What
is the message in this post-natal care, if not that
we are our offspring's keeper, that we are interdependent.

A

./-am I now seeking to downplay the great physical pleasure of sex? I hope not, for then I
would be belittling a gift from our Father. And I
am all too familiar with the charge that Christians continuatly belittle sex. Now this provokes
me, for I see a paradox here, and a hyprocritical
one at that. Those who condemn us say that we
make too much of sex, that we take the fun out
of it, that we are in fact afraid of our own
sexuality. They then turn and proceed to talk
ceaselessly about it in public, to weep about it in
private, and to prove that they themselves are
fearful by refusing to become fully sexual and
follow up its implications, thus to experience
the broader, deeper aspects of sex such as fidelity, compassion, creation, parenting, interdependence, and life-long commitment.

And their fear is so apparent regarding this
last mentioned aspect, life-long commitment.
"Happily ever after" is yet such an intoxicating
notion, it pervades the central story of each of
our current romantic movies and best-sellers. It
is there directly as a story resolution, or else indirectly as tragically noticeable by its absence.
We are willing to allow it a place in our entertainment, but we hold it at arm's length in real
life.
All along the line, the world's way of sex leads
to failure. People fail to believe that they may
have a unique, life-long intimate relationship, so
they opt for serial monogomy or catch-as-catchcan struggles. They fail to see any serious connection between being a male and masculinity,
being a female and femininity, contending once
again that the "body" must not rule the "mind."
Viewing the self in this either/or manner will
never win much sense of integrity, which is so
vital to any rationale of self-esteem, sexual or
other. When either the mind or the body must
JUNE, 1979

rule, the very possibility of both the inner aspect
and t},e outer aspect of a person being given a
hearing simultaneously, is precluded' Hence,
one's sexual identity and expressions become a
matter for mental choices among "alternative
lifestyles," rather than an expression guided by
one's given form.
To whatever rationale the homosexual community appeals when it argues that the "mind"
should determine the way of the "body" is
meaningless to me. I only know of myself as a
creature created in unity (and though I may
imagine adopting all sorts of sexual identities,
for the thoughts of the mind øre variable, yet
my basic God-given identity is as fixed as my
genitalia. I may form my mind, but the Lord
formed my body, and it gives definite clues as to
hls preference as to my sexual identity). My
inner self is but affirmation of my outer form,
and vice-versa. I don't understand myself in
terms of part and counterpart, or accept as valid
the notorious woman-in-a-man's-body dilemma.
Quite the contrary, I view any discrepancy between one's gender and one's desires as an indication of, once again, self-betrayal'

I

this case, it is an arbitrary betrayal of the
"mind" at the expense of the "body," though
why the mind's desires should have any gteater
value as a basis for decision-making than the
body's form is unknown to those who think in
terms of whole persons. Again, such choices are
produced out of the hellenistic view of the person as a body/soul, not from the Christian view
of persons as a soul-Iife.
At last, coitus itself fails, as the world knows
it. Denying its creative, expressive, and integrative powers, the non-Christian is left with an
understanding of their own sexual organs as
being some type of an evolved toy, meant for
games. Or if not a toy, then as an object to be
used by a "love machine," or as the dominating
weapon of "an animal in bed." Having left no
place for humanness in sex, the world is left
speaking of it in terms of machines and beasts.
The sexual Christian renounces such views as
sordid, embracing instead a view of the person'
his sexuality, and its expressions, which dares to
demand fulfillment of the whole self.
. . . For this cause a man shall leaue his father
and his mother, and shall cleaue to his wife; anQ

In

they shall become one

flesh.

t
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Co*munLon ¿W"JttaLion
By ELTON D.

Hlccs

"I don't like your God," someone said to me the other day. "He's meen,
egotistical, and insensitiue to human suffering. Why should we submit ourselues to hím?" The cotnment was, of course, a rebellious application of the
problem of euil: Why does God permit suffering to exist? Since he does, how
is he any better than we are?
The first response to these questions should be to point out that in a sense,
they are irueleuant. If God exists and is souereign, as the Bible represents him
to be, who are we to question him? How can we presume to judge him? On
the other hand, if he does not exist, he cannot be a scapegoat to blame for
the world's ills. We may either accept him as the sourae of our being, or reiect the idea of his being at all. Hauing chosen the first altenmtiue as christians, we can only attempt to fit the mystery of suffering into the context of
ottr faith in God's loue.
Our commemoration of the sacrifice of Christ in the Lord's Supper is a
continuing affirmation that the mystery of suffering can be clothed in the
mystery of loue. It is a constant reminder that whateuer the reason for God's
allowing suffering to exist in the world, he did not remain aloof from it. He
sent a part of himself to suffer more profoundly than it is possible for any
mere human being to do;in suffering to the limits of the diuine, Jesus uoluntarily incorporated into himself the pain of a fallen world, and by thus extending himself, he prouided a reference point of meaning for the human
predícament.
The sharpest agony of the human condition is a sense of futitity-the sinking feeling that we may be torn aport in body and spirit, and all for nothing.
The chief point of the communion, then, is that diuine loue can redeern suffering: the body that was brohen is not lost to decay, and the btood that was
poured otLt has not ceased its life-giuirtg flow.
Neuertheless, it all seems to our cotnmon sense a simple matter of cost
accounting: what good could conceiuably be worth the terrible price of suffering paid by humønity in one generation, let alone in alt the ages of manhind? God's answer to that question comes only through the example of
Christ, who took upon hímself a suffering that was not his own. The answer,
to the extent that tue can comprehend it, is not theoretical nor intellectual,
but experiential: we must accept the shame of the cross wltich quenches our
pride. In a sense, we must ceøse asking the "uthy" <tf sufferíng so that God
can begin to absorb us into the answer that is emhodied in the tife and death
of his Son, the suffering Seruant.

t
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Bøckf;omtheBfink
(Part

ll)

By PERRY C. COTHAM

The current, widespread interest in out-ofbody experiences of the "dead" or near-death
individual should provoke a more objective evaluation of what this phenomenon actually proves.
Three more questions must be raised:*
(1) Are other biblical concepts besides the
resurrection slighted in the current death phenomena? For example, Jesus Christ offers salvation from death only as a part of salvation from
sin, but salvation from sin is totally absent in the
stories of those who reported their experiences
to Dr. Raymond Moody. In the current death
phenomenon, life after death is not tied to one's
relationship to Christ or to the nature of spiritual
experience. The concept of final judgment is
missing from out-of-body experiences that are
recorded. Religious persons and non-religious,
the converted and the unregenerate, are equally
welcomed by the "being of light." Moody contends that a new model emerges.
In most cases, the reward-punishment model
of the after-life is abandoned and disavowed,
even by many who had been accustomed to
thinking in those terms. . . . In place of this
old model, many seemed to have returned
with a new model and a new understanding of
tàe world beyond--a vision which features not
unilateral judgment, but rather cooperative
development towards the ultimate end of selfrealization. (Life After Lífe, pp.97-98.)
This new model clashes mightily with the New
Testament teaching of Matthew 16:27-"For the
Son of man is to come with his angels in the
Dr. Perry C. Cotham is the author of seueral boohs and
studies and preøches for the Church of Chrßt at Westwood in McMínnuille, Tennessee.
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glory of his Father, and then he will'repay every
man for what he has done"---and Jude 14, L6"Behold, the Lord came with his holy miriades,
to execute judgment on all, and to convict all
the ungodly of all their deeds of ungodliness...."
There is another theological issue: the "God
question." Nowhere does one get the impression
that becoming wrapped up in God and in his
etemal purposes may be the essence of eternal
life. There is the pervasive element of selfishness
that is part and parcel not only of our lives but
of our hopes for the after-life. Many see eternal
life as having more time, or more creativity, less
suffering, and more of all other good things,
rather than seeing eternal life as more of God.
Yet it was precisely the "God question" which
concerned Jesus: "Now this is etemal life: that
they may know you, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom you have sent" (John 17:3).
"For none of us lives to himself alone and none
of us dies to himself alone," declares the Apostle
Paul; "if we live, we live to the Lord; and if we
die, we die to the Lord. So, whether we live or
die, we belong to the Lord" (Rom. I4:7,8).
In John's gospel narrative, Jesus sees life after
death as something far gteater than more of the
same things adjudged good here-that which is
greater is to know the love and wonder of God.
Jesus sees eternal life as beginning immediately,
not after a death experience. Leander Keck
points out that
There are many occasions when the Johannine
Jesus talks about life, but seldomdoes he talk
*See Part I, in the April issue.
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about death. . . for John eternal life is not primarily endless life. That is not excluded, of
course. . John believes that man's deepest
problem is not that his life ends, but that it is
lived in the wrong direction. The problem is
not that there is not enough life, but that it
is the wrong kind. (Perspectiues on Death,
pp. 84-85.)

If eternal life is more of the same earthly opportunities and experiences, such a life may lose
much of its appeal-that is, if our age is characterized by mass meaninglessness, alienation, and
centerlessness, as the existentialists contend. Such
immortality is an effort to reduce boredom with

the addition of more time. If, as New Testament
writers contend, eternal tife is life with God and
harmony with his eternal purposes, then we are
speaking not simply of life in quantitative terms
but in qualitative terms-not simply about more
time, but about a new relationship to people and
to things. "Behold, I make all things new"
(Rev.21:L5).
Many clergymen are guilty of the same error
as Kubler-Ross and Moody, according to Robert
M. Herhold.
We try to relate people to life after death
when we should be relating them to God. It is

Are Christians who seize and applaud this kind
of evidence grasping at straws to sustain a fragile
faith?
Christians should not go to an extreme position which claims that life after death is categor-

ically, by definition, beyond the purview of
scientific research. St. Thomas Acquinas reasoned
that faith should not be a substitute for attainable knowledge, but rather its completion; faith
must not be sundered from the universal realm
of reason and experience. However, such research is in the realm of the extrasensory, not
the sensory. If life after death could be empirically verified "beyond a shadow of a doubt,"
then would this not obviate the need for faith?
Are Kubler-Ross and Moody trying to substitute
reason in an area that only faith can fill? Would
it not be the thanatologist or death researcher
rather than the believer who would inherit the
kingdom of heaven? Are centers of parapsychotogical research more appropriate and symbolic
of the Christian adventure than centers of
worship?
However one may answer these questions,
there can be no doubt about the substantial role
of faith in the Christian's spiritual experience.
One evangelical, Joseph Bayly, believes that

Christians should not go to the extreme of
claiming that life after death ¡s categor¡cally beyond
scientific research. . . . However, such research is in the
realm of the extrasensory, not the sensory.

the presence of God which gives eternal life
its content. Paul does not celebrate our endless existence; rather he celebrates the façt
that nothing can separate us from the love of
God. Eternal life has meaning only to those
who know something (the love of God) from
which they do not want to be separated.
Kubler-Ross and many of us are still hung up
on immortality while Paul is talking about
resurrection. (Christian Century, April 14,
L976, p.364.)
The chief issue raised here is whether Christians
will allow evidence of out-of-body experiences
to fortify a human-centered immortality or whether their hopes are directed toward a God-centered immortality.
(2) Does New Testament Christianity "need"
this kind of evidence to substantiate its claims?

8
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Kubler-Ross is "grasping at the straws of experience of those pronounced clinically dead and
then revived, to 'prove' continuing life after
death." After noting that even by medicine's
own standards, they have not died (there was no
irreversible cessation of bodily functions), Bayly
puts the matter plainly:
As Christian believers we do not grasp at
straws. We stand on a rock: the historic, bodily resurrection of our Lord Christ, who came
back to life never to die again, who thereby
opened wide the gate to eternal life with the
Father. This is what people most need to hear,
whether they will die in sudden catastrophe
or live for years with cancer. And they need
to understand that this assurance comes by
faith, not by medical evidence. (Wittenburg
Door, June-July 1976, p. 18.)
JUNE,1979

to say about personal preparbut nothing to offer in the
eternal
life
for
ation
reality of the after life.
for
the
evidence
way of
He never used the experiences or testimony of
those he brought back to life to validate his
teaching. The reason for this is apparent from
two clear statements: "A wicked and adulterous
generation asks for a miraculous sign" (Matt.
12:39), and "If they do not listen to Moses and
the Prophets, they will not be convinced even if
Jesus had much

someone rises from the dead" (Luke 16:31).
(3) Can Christians derive any hope or reassur-

ance from the current trend in death investigation? What kind of evidence is the Christian

In concìnsion, I think that Christians shot-tld
not consider psychic research an antithel;ical to
Christian faith-br-rt its limits should be rr:cog'
nized. 'fhe burgeoning collection of parapsychological data on out-of-body experiences should
contribute to our irnowledge of the rr:lationship
between mind and body and the range of selfhood in an impressive way. Ilowever, while such
experiences suggest the possibiìity of personal
survival of death for an indetenlinate period, as
experiences of the liuirtg they are trot r:vidence
for full-blown immortality or eternal life.
The main reassurance l,hat Christians may derive from these reports of peo¡rle brouglrt f'rom

Perhaps the cases cited by Kubler-Ross
and Moody represent not the survival of death,
but hallucinations caused by the trauma of clying.

reader being asked to accept anyway? Moody
has investigated 150 subjects. How were they
chosen and interviewed? How many peopìe have
been resuscitated from clinical death but recalled no such out-ôf-body experience? Could
it be that the testimonies of the dying prove
nothing about survival but merely show that
many people share certain common near-death
experiences?

Perhaps the cases cited by Kubler-Ross and
Moody represent not the survival of death, but
hallucinations caused by the trauma of dying.
Their experiences may be evidence of an altered
state of consciousness brought about as a body
approaches death, perhaps due to oxygen starvation of the brain in the moments after the heart
ceases pumping blood, and before the brain cells

die. Those who recover from heart stops-whether through resuscitation, medical fluke or fate
-may be merely reporting detaiìs of this altered
state. More incontrovertiblc; evidence would include well documented cases where a person had
no vital signs as well as a flat EEG for a prolonged period, then came bach to life and gave
this kind of report. Such'evidence would not be
easily attained, for during the frantic moments
of trying to restart a patient's failed heart, no
doctor can sp¿rïe time to connect the intricate
gear an EEG requires. Even this evidence wouìd
not dismiss all debate on the issue.
JUNË.1979

the brinl< of death is that the event of dying can
be far less fearsome and traumatic than commonly thought. The notion that death's moment
need not be a catastrophe and that, properly
prepared, a person can die well, is a cìassical onr:.
This concept is reflected in the ars ntoriendi, the
art of dying, circulated throughout Europe in the
Middle Ages. One of the best hnown of such
manuals is the I'ibeúqn llool? of the f)ead, oue of
the "rediscovered" texts said to have been hidden by the eighth-century Tantric master Padmasambhava. I)eath with dignity and grace is a
concept also underscored lìuinerous times iir
varied biblical narratives, not to mention the
literary heritage of English-speahing peoples.
There is a difference between cìeath and dying,
and perhaps contemporary Americans fear the
act of dying more than the state of body death.
Such fear could be a part of our culture's denial
of death. 'Ihe outstanding German theologizur
and himself a ca-lm and assured martyr at the
hands of the Nazis, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, put
that difference into words.:
[Ðo] we not attach more importance nowadays to the act of ctying than to death itself?
We are much more cor-ìcerned with getting
over the act of dying than with being vict<;rious over death. . 'Xhere is a real diffr:rerrr:e
between the two things. 'l'he ou<¡ is witlrin
human capacity ; the othr:r impliers rr:surrection"
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CROSSROADS: CULT OR COMMITMENT?

By G.JAMES ROBINSON

Where We'reGoing
The Crossroads Church of Christ in Gainesville,
Florida, has not only drawn criticism from nonmembers, some of whom claim it is a cult (see
Part I, May issue). It has also drawn the wrath of
the mainstream Church of Christ. Dr. Harvey
Floyd of David Lipscomb College has tried desperately to disassociate Crossroads' neo-legalism
from the stance of the Gospel Aduocqte and its
following. It remains to be seen how the rest of
the brotherhood will react to the accusations of
the Gainesville community. It would not be surprising if Crossroads were slowly cut off from the
mainstream, barred from the land of the living.
Actually, however, the Crossroads phenomenon can be viewed as a remarkably successful
result of an "official" position shared by mainstream Churches of Christ. The crux of that position consists of three main points: exclusiueness,
ouer-aggressiueness, and conformíty.
EXCLUSIVENESS
Most people who were ralsed rn the Church of
Christ have grown up with the official view that
most of the other people on earth who were not
fortunate enough to be born into a southern
Church of Christ home had no hope of heaven,
no matter how sincere. Everyone knew that sincerity alone was not enough. But over the years
the majority have become a little more tolerant
and learned to semi-accept Baptist friends and
relatives, play golf with the Methodist preacher,
join the Lions Club with the Christian Church
half-brother and comfortably relate to them
without feeling the need to save their soul on
the spot.
Churches of Christ have become acceptable in
certain communities of the South where they
have been able to build bigger and more elaborate buildings on the right side of town. Along
with that acceptance has come a gradual and
healthy drift toward common sense dealings
with sincere believers of other groups. Even
though in most areas we still hold to an official

G. James Robínson is a fulltime freelønce writer liuing
in St. Louis. He writes scripts for Art Linhletter's *The
Art of Posítíue Thinking."
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exclusivistic line on paper, the average member
now knows that he can relax a litile bit in the
presence of his non-Church of Christ friends and
not feel too guilty about them going to heil. The
memory remains clear though, and we remember
with some pain. And we recall those first pangs,
flashes, insights into reality, the shocking, yet
liberating truth that God's kingdom goes far beyond the narrow boundaries of Nashville, Memphis, Searcy, and Abilene. That is why brotherhood reaction to Crossroads is indeed interesting.
Is Crossroads merely enjoying the success that all
Churches of Christ have been seeking and not
getting? Or is it an aberration of the true Church
of Christ that is drawing such vitriolic accusations
from the people of the commuúity? If you ask
a Crossroader like Chuck Lucas if he believes
that all who do not obey the Bible exactly as
taught at Crossroads are going to sizzle andsuffer
in a literal torture chamber called hell, throughout eternity, the answer would be, ,,We do not
judge," or perhaps 'lYes, you certainly will go to
hell if you do not obey the Lord." They would
be very nice about it, but the basic conviction of
exclusivism is there. Many mainstream members
still believe this, too. But the Crossroads church
will tell you so to your face.
OVER-AGGRESSIVENESS

And this brings us to the second problem in
Gainesville: over-aggressive evangelism. If you
honestly believe that your family, girlfriend,
roommate, or all of humanity is going to hell
forever and ever, the natural thing to do is try to
save them no matter what the cost-even if it is
their friendship and respect. Nothing is too high
a price to pay for keeping a loved one from
dwelling in that kind of inferno forever and ever,
while you are fairing sumptuously on the golden
streets of heaven. In Part I we gave several examples of the typical stories that circulate about
the Crossroads methods. Two more should be
enough to give a clear picture of some of the
conflicts produced by this conviction-conflicts
avoided by many mainstream members only because they do not apply the "official" position.
A young man from Tampa-we'll call him
Gary-found new life for himself at Crossroads.
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He had been living a rather loose moral life. His
conversion was complete. He immediately talked
to his fiance about joining Crossroads. She said
no, absolutely not. He came over to her apartment with a Bible and an older disciple. They
asked her to read some passages about adultery.
She refused. Gary was naturally concerned about
a girl he loved going to hell, and he begged her
to read. She would not, and ran from the room.
He and the disciple ran after her down the street,
shouting scripture, waving the Bible. They caught
her in a restaurant and Gary made her repent of
her adulterous living. She was humiliated and in
tears. She finally repented. She was baptized
that night-then went back to her apartment,
packed her bags, and left town.
Obviously, if a scalding, sizzling, eternal hell is
a reality, then no method is out of place. And
Gary and the brethren at Crossroads do indeed
believe in the wrath of the Lord, pure and simple. Either you do or you don't. Obey or disobey. Turn or burn.
Mike Braum, pastor of a local conservative
church, was talking with a student on one occasion while standing under the shade of a palm
tree. The student was deeply concerned about
his life and his future directions. Suddenly, without invitation, an over-zealous student from
Crossroads interrupted the private conversation
and said, "Don't believe this man! Don't you
know that in the latter days there shall be false
prophets with itching ears, and not everyone who
saith, 'Lord, Lotd'shall enter the kingdom?"
Mike was so shocked he was speechless. The
Crossroader opened his huge A.S.V. Bible, color
lined with his favorite passages, and proceeded
to lay it on the line. Mike stood there with his
mouth open and the student backed off slowly.
As he backed away, the Crossroader followed,
never letting up on the verbal dive-bombing. The
student fell backwards over a trash can, then got
to his feet and hurried off with the sincere, firebreathing Crossroader on his heels, forefinger

pointed downward signifying the depths of
nether gloom.
Tragic-comedy? Well, we can cry or we can
laugh.
CONFORMITY
To be very personal, as a nineteen-year-old,
spiritually immature Southern Baptist at Oklahoma Christian College ten years ago, the one
thing I liked most about the Restoration plea
was freedom. "No creeds but Christ, no book
but the Bible," they said. And I said, "Amen."
JUNE,1979

to be me. Free to relate to Him. Free to
understand, grow, love, fail, laugh, cry,
and die in Him. Free to think what I want, eat
what I like, wear what I prefer, work at my
thing, talk the way I like, enjoy life as I choose,
Free

try to

drive the car I can afford, see the sights I wish,
and sing whatever songs I want. Right? Wrongif you're at Crossroads.
Jim Wâlker spent six years there. He was converted in 1971 and became increasingly involved
in the Crossroads program and methods. He attended soul talks three or four times a week,
along with various other weekly activities of the
church. In 1975 he began to feel a little uneasy
about the strict conformity demands. He expressed his concerns to the leaders and spent a
lot of time discussing it with them. I talked with
them. I talked with him by phone. (He is now a
lawyer in Jacksonville.)
"Jim," I asked, "what were your concerns?"
"I was concerned that people were being
asked to adopt the same view on everything. And
that everyone had to attend every meeting or
they would be considered less faithful. I was in
law school and the demands were heavy; I
couldn't attend every meeting. Because of that,
I began to notice a different attitude toward me
from the others--ubtle at first. But the last two
years were extremely difficult for me at Crossroads.

"

"Why?"
"Well, I got the treatment. The cold shoulder.
You see, if your whole life is emotionally
wrapped up in certain people, and you really
love them and look to them for acceptance and
affirmation and then they turn the other way in
the hall when they see you coming-all because
you don't attend all the soul talks-it can be very
discouraging.

"

"Jim, would you send your children to college
in Gainesville and urge them to attend Crossroads?"

"Well-that's hard to say-I'd like for them to
for a year-and then get out."
"Why get out?"
"I just don't think it's mentally healthy. I
want my kids to know who they are as individuals, to develop their own minds, personalities,
go there

and goals."

"You don't think they can develop at Crossroads?"

"I didn't

say

that."

"Okay. Thanks."

Conformity of lifestyle is not always a negative thing. All of us tend to conform in certain
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areas and we also want our areas

of

non-con-

formity. The difficulty arises when we are told
that some other person or source has the un,
questioned right to dictate to us our lifestyle.
At Crossroads there is a surprising amount of
conformity for a dominantly college age group.
Clothes are much the same, stylish within certain
bounds. Hairstyles, especially on the men, are
almost identical. Hair length does not vary as
much as a half inch on any head. Each member
carries a Bible, pen, and notebook. Bible class
consists of rows and rows of stylishly dressed,
neatly groomed subservient students with Bibles
on left knee, notebooks on right knee, pen in
hand jotting down notes that will later be absorbed and assimilated by the more committed.
The classes are always on a Bible text and the
text is accepted as the total, absolute, unques-

tioned authority. The teacher usually reads a
verse, makes a comment; the students write it
down in their notebook and look up to the
teacher in time to catch the next cornment. It
seems highly unlikely that divergent opinions or
individual thought patterns could evolve from
this method.

I asked Chuck Lucas if they ever studied the
origin of the text or the textual problems within
the Bible. He said, "No, the people here are not
interested in that sort of thing. We believe the
Bible here."
"Are you sure they're not interested?" I
asked.

"Yes," he replied. 'fhey're really not interthat."
Dave Morton, who works in the Christian
bookstore off campus, reports an uncanny conformity in the voracious reading habits of Crossroaders. "They read a lot, but the problem is
they all read exactly the same books. They have
been given a list of books,to read. I've seen it
dozens of times and on the list each book has a
comment by it, like 'Don't believe Stott on baptism," or 'Don't swallow so-and-so's idea of the
ested in

second coming.'

"

"Dave," I asked, "what is read the most?"
"Oh, that's easy-books on discipline. They
have this one*I'll bet we've sold two thousand
copies over the last few years; it's called The Disciplined Life. I read it and it's not bad, but the
thing is, it's sort of become their second Bible.
They have these rules about discipline that are
unreal. They make all their people have a quiet
time. If you miss it, you're in trouble. The prayer
partner will ask you if you got up for quiet time.
If you say (No,' the good brother will look at
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you iike you've 'returned to your own vomit,'
which seems to be a favorite verse. The point is
they have these strict codes you go by or yoü,re
unfaithful.
"And, another thing, they never read-well,
how can I put it-I don't mean to be critical, but
everything on their list is very cut and dried, simple, elementary. I'd be truly shocked if a Crossroader purchased a book that had questions,
tough questions about the Bibte, the nature of
man, the meaning of truth, and the abstract
problems of man. They don't like books that are
outside the realm of their particular beliefs. I
don't think Lucas encourages reading that would
raise serious questions."
VALI DATI NG THË TEACHING
"If Crossroads is so off-base, why can't people
on the inside see it?" was one question put to
me by a faithful Crossroads member. It is a very
important question. Why do only those on the
outside see the excesses? The answers: (1) ,,The
wisdom of God is foolishness to man"; (2) the
powerful Sunday morning experience affirms,
reaffirms, sanctions, validates, and proves the
doctrine.
The 1 Corinthians L-2 passage has seen a lot of
mileage down through the centuries. In the 1870s
a weird character in Pennsylvania convinced a
hundred people to sell their homes, take their
kids out of school, and stand stark naked on a
mountaintop in freezing cold to await the Lord's
return. When some innocent child said, ..This is
what I call crazy!" the prophet said, ,,The wisdom of God is foolishness to man." Any doctrine, program, decision, activity or belief, no
matter how bizarre, weird, or off-beat, can be
given holy sanction by the simple statement,
"The wisdom of God is foolishness to man." In
other words, don't try to reason it out; to reason
is a sure sign of lacking faith.
But a young man at Crossroads gave these answers when asked about the danger of by-passing
normal reasoning processes in assessment of the
criticisms.

Q: "How do you figure there are only twenty
or so true churches in all the world?"
A: "I don't try to figure. It's God's will, that's
all..He's not interested in numbers anyway. He is
interested in faithful people."
Q: "Doesn't it seem odd that y<lu've made so
many enemies in the dorm and around Gainesville by sharing what is supposed to be good
news?"
A: "Jesus made enemies, too. tr don't question
his will."
JUNE. 1979

Q: "Do you realize that according to psy-

chologists these loads of guilt heaped upon the
people are destructive?"
A: "Chuck knows what he's doing. The wisdom of God is above the wisdom of man. You
or any outsider will never understand what we're
doing here. You can't possibly know until you
quit trying to reason ít out and just accept the
word.t'
Q: "Whose word?"
A: "The word of God!"
Q: "Through Chuck?"
A: "Yes, of course.tt
The only further affirmation needed by the
leaders at Crossroads is the continuing success of
the progtam. For those who might be wavering
regarding the exclusivistic teaching, the Sunday
morning experience is so overwhelming it quickly
reaffirms one's commitments and alleviates all
doubts. The service (described in Part I) is indeed
aïvesome. If we judge truth by experiences such
as growth and singing volume, then Crossroads
has more truth than other groups. Lucas often
defends from the pulpit and privately the entire
scope of the church by pointing to the obvious
results.'

"Just look around, brothers. This is no acci-

dent, this is proof we're doing a few things right"
(sermon, April 18). The intense emotion stirred
in the Sunday service, the crowds of people, the

thunderous singing, the close fellowship (with
those who agree totally) all are proof enough
that everything happening is sanctioned and approved by God.
"Chuck," I said, while standing in the foyer
the next day, "why ¿rre you so reluctant to talk
to Mission?"
"I'm not interested in an interview. We've
given interviews and things have been terribly
distorted and slanted. "
"You mean the Sun interview?"
"No, it was okay, but some of the other things
. . . . It would take too much time. You would
have to be here all week or more and participate
in soul talks, talk with these students about
where they have been, and where they are now.
They have discovered a whole new way of life.
You can't take a snapshot of this church and
have the whole picture. You must go through
the whole process with us and then maybe you
will understand."
CULT OR COMMITMENT?
I'll leave the definitions to the experts who
play with shades of meaning and thumb through
JUNE, 1979

dictionaries. A cult is whatever you want it to
be. Crossroads is no more a cult than your local
Chamber of Commerce. Crossroads is a sect, perhaps, not unlike several others who adorn the
family tree of the Restoration heritage. It is the
logical culmination of 150 years of a particular
slant, a brand of thinking, the mindset of patternism. Chuck Lucas has been able to do what
no other Church of Christ preacher has done,
despite valiant efforts from Nashville to Little
Rock to Dallas and Abilene. He has finally given
birth to the seed planted many years ago.
Through extremely simple, forceful, demanding preaching and teaching, Lucas has whipped
an entire congregation into what is called total
commitment-the same brand of commitment
that thousands of preachers have demauded from
thousands of congregations but with less success.
Now one has come along who has an iron will, a
stern look, and an intimidating personalitystrong enough to back down the backslider, dominate the comfortable majority, apply a guilt
whip to tender hearts, manipulate the emotions
and, of course, stir the impressionable, idealistic,
immature youth into a frenetic, impassioned
state of mind-numbing unquestioned obedience.
The result should be the pride of strict Bible
believers throughout the Church of Christ. Crossroads is the ultimate, logical conclusion, the outcome, the vanguard in the evolutionary process
begun by the Campbells of Virginia. It is the
Mecca of all old paths advocates, the zenith of
thus saith, the apex of all a cappella. One would
assume the brotherhood would rejoice and point
with pride to the final product.
But Crossroads is receiving mixed reviews and
a stew is slowly brewing throughout the brotherhood at Tuesday preachers' luncheons where
confused dialogue is taking place among bored
pulpiteers who have nothing better to gossip
about. The question is: "Is this what we've been
working toward?" Some say, "Yes"; others adamantly deny that Crossroads is a true Church of
Christ.
The irony is that Crossroads has simply turned
up the volume on what those very preachers are
saying. It has nailed it down even tighter, more
narrow, rigid, and self-righteous than anyone of
the old paths advocates ever dreamed possible.
The result is so repulsive, so horrifying, and so
absurd that even the most legalistic mainstreamer
is shocked and frightened by the accusations of
cultism. In other words, we now see very clearly
where we'll be when we get where we're goingand we don't like it one litUe bit.
t
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Ifow the'Pr.e-llfllll Seef
Ihrned (hrtto Be Less
Seetarla¡rthan tfr¿eRest
By JULIUS M. HOVAN

"How does your church scripturally justify
presenting in December a drama on the birth of
Jesus?" "I hear you folks had a'candtelight communion service.' Why? What did you do?" Such
were the inquiries received recently from mem-

bers

of the Church of Christ who attended our
at the Gallatin Church of Christ.

services here

Other questions often asked include: "How can
you be a member of the ministerial association?"
and "Why did you dare speak from the pulpit of
our town's largest denomination, First Baptist?"
To do such things as these causes most brethren in the Church of Christ to refer to us as sectarian, or liberal, and, in the minds of most, lost.
A few are kind by labeling us "brethren in error." (In public we are not usually "brother"
but "Mr.")
Our main error in their minds has been a belief in the premillennial interpretation of Scripture, most often referred to by leading speakers
as "the damnable doctrine of premillennialism."
It is in this segment of the Restoration Movement
that I was reared, educated, and have served as
minister of the gospel for almost twenty years.
Mission's editor has asked me to tell why I
believe premillennial brethren have for the most
part turned out more "open" and non-sectarian
than have "mainline" folk. (I tried to find that

word "mainline" in Acts but did not; I hope
none of those folks about whom we are talking
will chalk that up as another error in my theol-

Julius Houøn is preaching minister
Church of Christ, Gallatin, Tennessee.
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at the Gallatin

ogy.)

I

appreciate the opportunity

to

express

these views.

I must admit that not all ministers, elders,
deacons, or members of our fellowship are as
open as most. We have a few narrow ones who
are not as patient and loving as they shò\rld be.
They are a distinct minority.
One reason for our openness is a strong emphasis on God's grace. From the pulpit, classroom, and printed page has come the good news
that God ìoves and will save sinners, and that
such marvelous provision was made while we
were dead in sin. If we know our source of
blessing and salvation to be "by grace through
faith and not of ourselves," we cannot help but
be more tolerant of those who differ with us.
A few months ago an outstanding speaker
shared from our pulpit something he had recently discovered in God's word. He spoke during our Sunday School hour and worship time
and spent over two hours excitedly telling us
about God's grace. The sad thing is that this
brother was raised in the amillennial Church of
Christ and was educated in their best schools.
Yet he had never learned about grace as God's
agent of salvation. Several of us rejoiced afterward at this discovery and thanked God that
thoughts he shared had been taught to us
throughout our lives.
This concept of salvation by grace brings with
it the assurance of that salvation. Such assurance,
I believe, has helped us be more open. Assurance
of salvation is accompanied by a spirit that helps
eliminate the attitude that judges others. If we
do not even know about our own salvation, we
are surely not going to presume that others who
JUNE, 1979

believe a

little differently

are saved.

J.A. Bengel said, "The thought of eternity
particularly delights those assured of grace, while
it miserably terrifies others." Assurance and
grace go together just as do lack of assurance
and fear. If I must constantly wonder about my
standing with God, based on going to church,
taking communion, reading my Bible, etc., I will
never believe God could save a pre-, post-, amillennialist, one-cupper, anti-Sunday School, etc.
Instead, I will be terrified for myself and for
others who are the least bit different. Surely
Jesus did not undergo the agonies of Calvary to
give me that feeling.
In addition to a concept of grace and assurance of salvation, there is a third truth that helps
give one a loving, open spirit. That is the belief in the indwelling Holy Spirit as promised
in Acts 2:38.
I have always believed this Spirit was a gift
from God given to every believer to comfort,
guide, teach, and help him. This was emphasized
by Jesus just before his betrayal (John 14:16-17;
25-26; L5-26; 76:7 -L4).
In the light of John's teaching on this Spirit
and the many references to him in the epistles,
it is hard to see how Bible believing people could
teach that the Holy Spirit is simply the word
of God. That "You can go into any bookstore
and buy the Spirit for a dime," was taught by a
well known writer in the Church of Christ a few
years ago. Those who did not go that far were
careful not to stress an actual indwelling power
lest they be confused with those labeled "charismatic.

"

Obviously, extremes in either direction on any
doctrine should be avoided. But remember: "the
fruit of this Holy Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, self-control" (Gal. 6:22-23). If I do not
ever know I have such fruit-bearing possibilities,
I will certainly not bear that fruit. And, worse
yet, I will attempt to love, be kind, meek, or
patient in my own strengbh. Only frustration and
separation from those who differ with me can result. (And this same Spirit will help us understand grace and bring us assurance of salvation.)
The charge that its members do not study
the Bible is an accusation many associate with
the Church of Christ. I believe, however, that
this is a vital part of the problem with the narrow-minded, unloving segment of the Church of
Christ. "We only study the gospels and Acts,"
has unfortunately been true in many congregations. I have had many people tell me so.
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The Old Testament was almost totally ignored
because we are no longer under the old law. Revelation was skipped because it is "tocl hard to

understand." Even the epistles were ueglected
in too many congregations. And when these
books were studied (especially prophecy aud
Revelation) a different system of interpretation
was used. "God meant what He said in Matthew,
Luke, or Acts but not in these controversial passages. I don't know what he means, but I am
sure he doesn't mean what he has said." Thtts,
an omission of some scriptures or a different
method of interpreting them has caused a narrow, bigoted spirit.
What results from this kind of study and
interpretation? I suggest two things. First, Iack
of knowledge. Most people in the Chr,rrches of
Christ cannot scy "premillennial," mnch less tell
you what it means. Some preacher or elder says
that it is a false doctrine, and their word is taken
as inspired. What happened to the spirit of the
Bereans who examined to see if things were
true? (Acts 1?:11).

n my twenty years in the ministry I have
had dozens of cases where fine Christian families
would worship and work with the congregation
where I ministered, some for a few weeks, sorne
for a few years. Then we would miss them in
the service, visit in the home, and discover that
they have been informed that to contintre to
worship with us is to be doomed to hell.
We naturally ask, "Why?" And they answer,
"Because you are premillennial." And then they
admit they have no idea what that means, and
also that in the time they worshiped with us
they never heard any teaching they believed cor-rtrary to God's word.
That brings us to the second result of improper and inadequate Bible study: fear. 'I'hese
people actually became terrified of us and their
entire attitude toward us changed. Why? Because of something they did not know about,
and for which they took man's word. This is the
very spirit we have always condemned in Catholicism, and yet some of the outstanding leaders
of Churches of Christ have been guilty of
practicing it.
But let us conclttde on a positive note. I arn
happy to say that many "mainline" brcthren arr:
learning about God's grace, assllrance of salvation, and the power of the indwelling Spirit.
They are more open to study all of Gocl's worcl
and at least discuss (rather than debate) it with
21e
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c¡tlrer breL,Ìrrc¡n. Members in rnany congregations
w¿rnt

to lovr: and fellowship brethren with

posing vir:ws, altìror"rgh

in

oprnost cases their elders

and ministers will not allow it. (Another Church
of Christ in our town employs three fulltime
ministers" Wr-: inviteid atly one of them to speak
to onr congregation but their elders would not
allow it. 'l'heir reason: "the people would not
understand such action. ")
An r:xample of the new spirit in many
churchcs is found in the writings of Wesley
Iìeagan, of the Burke lìoad Church in Pasadena,
Texas. Under the title, "A 'Iruth Seehing Spirit
of Open Inqniry" he writes:

A closed mind cannot grow. Peter learned
arter he was an apostìe, Acts l-0:l--48. Christ
r :âm€d through suffering, Hebrews 5:8.

Every Christian should be aware that he has
much to learn-about the world, about people,
about hirnself, and about Christianity. He can,
and should, hold deep convictions without implying that everything he knows is infallible.
He does not feel threatened by those who
hold differing convictions. He welcomes the
opportunity to understand them better and to
gain from them insights not yet apparent to
him. He is willing to listen as well as teach.
Éìo this congregation is committed to the Bible
as the inspired, complete, and eternally relevant statement of God's will for man, 2 Timothy 3;16. With this book as our guide and
authority we freely challenge traditional views,
the status quo, and brotherhood precedent.
We are not committed to being typical of
churches which compose our brotherhood. We
arr: committed to being the Body of Christ
bringing the eternal message of the gospel to
the twentieth century world.

A good sllmmary of what I have tried to say
is printed on the back of our Sunday buìletin. I
share it here in concìusion, with the prayer that
more and more of us will desire to have and to
pr:actice the principle it lays down. It is not our
hope that all beìir:vers be just like us, but rather
that we all be lilçe hiln whose Name we wear-'
the Lord Jesus Christ.
'lhe Gallatin Cl"rurch of Christ is a congregation of ì:leiievers in Christ, saved by the grace
of God. We are committed to thr: proclama-

l,ion and practice of "New Testament Christianity " and in this endeavor we invite the
ìr-rterest, sup¡rorl,, ancì fìeìlowship of all likeminded childrr¡n of God.
We have uo guide but the inspired Scriptules
in matters of faith and declare ourselves ready
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to embracr: and to preach "the whole counsel
of God." In matters of opinion we urge the
application of the principk: of individual Christian liberty. Rejoicing in 'othe unity of the
Spirit," we seek to attain "unity of the faith"

âmong the children of God.
We steadfastly refuse to make a "test of fellowship" of anything the Holy Spirit has not
made a condition of salvation. We have no de-

sire to build up any party, sect, division, or
denomination, but deplore the very existence
of all such. It is our earnest desire simply to
be considered by God and man as a part of
the "church of Christ" in the fullest sense of
the term.

JESUS oÍ
NAZARETH
i had cookies and cream
during Your crucifixion
woe unto me, darkness,
the popcorn was good.

i sat upon

(rHEMovrE)

;

a soft seat

and traveled to Galilee;
while You ate dust,

i enjoyed a chocolate chip.
i saw Your trials
in the desert of souls,
and, i was moved
for more food.

i saw You alone
while others fled,
and i had one more potato chip
when they spit on Your head.

i was there, at the trial,
sipping a soda,
while Roman soldiers
ripped open Your hide.

i sat in the stands,
a spectator's spectator,
watching them nail Your hands
while i held back a yawn.

i had cookies and cream
during Your resurrection,
and i burped at the end,
fat, full, and dead.
*Claude Whitcomb
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I?Sor(After
2'OOOYears)
By JEFF HASELTINE

Children! Children! Such bickering, fighting,
and railings! Such divisions and schisms! Such
ungodlinessl "Debates," indeed. Why not stage
a duel with machetes? And firing bitter lines
back and forth across your respective "brotherhood publications"! And such lambasting of fellow believers in Christ's name from your puìpits!
Who are those men that stand before you
week after week and say less than nothing you
shouldn't have already learned from the words
of Christ? Who are they who take such sums for
preaching the Word? Where have they been so
misled? Where have you yourselves gone? We
left you the words of Christ. Are they not sufficient for you? Have you not read them?
And who are you, there-yes, you!-who despise that man standing across the way saying
simply, "I believe in Jesus Christ." Who are you,
thou omnipotent judge? Are you God? Have you
received a special revelation like the prophet
.John? No? Then why do you tell him or her
they ought to do this or that or be condemned?
Did Christ say that? Did he not count many such
as brethren? Did he not say simply to "Love the
Lord your God with all your heart, soul, and
mind, and your neighbor as yourself"? Worse
than children! Envyings, strife, even hatreds,
from those who say they love the Lord!
And lawmakers! Yes, lawmakers! You sound
like babbling fools who try to mock God's servant, Moses. "Thou shalt not smoke. Thou shalt
not play an organ. Thou shalt not have Sunday
School. Thou shalt not suppórt missionaries.
Thou shalt not refrain from supporting mission-

A

teøcher at the English Language Studies center in
Dallas, Jeff Haseltine is a member of the Lahe Híghlands
Church of Chríst.
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aries. Thou shalt not dance. Thou shalt not make

a joyful noise. Thou shalt not

soldier

kill except

as a

of your country. Thou shalt not skip

Wednesday p.m. service. Thou shalt not wear
immodest apparel (until it's fashionable). Thou
shalt not have a kitchen in the church building.
(Ha, ha! Where did you get a church building?)
Thou shalt not have bells, nor a pitchpipe. Thou
shalt not have a missions committee. Thou shalt
not open your Bible left-handed. Thou shalt not
hum, strum, nor fail to come. Thou shalt not
work on Sunday. Thou shalt not give beyond
that with which God has blessed you. Thou shalt
not sit. Thou shalt not stand. Thou shalt not
breathe! Thou shalt not say 'Thou shalt not'"!
Thou lawmakers! Who gave you powerof legislation? Did we? You have taken our letters,
written to our own brethren--truggling young
Christians--and have torn them apart like carrion.
You have taken the smallest bones and stabbed
them into your brothers' eyes. You have distorted our meanings beyond recogrrition. You
have pulled a silk stocking over our letters and
gone on a spree ofabuse and assault. Like knights
who paradoxically kill in the name of Christianity, you joust and slay, in His name.
How are you to know what we meant in our
letters? Have you the power of interpretation?
"Yes! I've studied Greek!" Oh, had we but
known, children, what you would do with our
mail! Every word given by God, indeed! Paul
didn't say so, anyway. Did he say, "I'm writing
Scripture"? No! But you made a canon, called it
Scripture, and had your Book of Laws! Such ridiculous logic! Our Lord, with whom we walked
and talked, came to destroy such systems:
Laws, laws, tithe, and stone,
An eye for an eye, a bone for a bone.
Do this now, carl't do it then.
(Continued on pøge 18)
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OPINION /RESPONSE

Reørders Respond to
ortt Díaorce ørrld

Cl uesfroruD

Remø;ttíøge

How can the church manifest grace to those with divorce and
remarriage in their backgrounds, while being faithful to the ideal
of permanent monogamy? Several readers responded to questions
in our March issue regarding this problem.
Dicl¿ James, Jr., of the Monmouth
of Christ in Tinton Falls,
New Jersey, holds that Christians are

Church

not permitted to divorce their mates
on any grounds, citing Matthew 19:
1-8. He believes that the well-known
"exception clause" of vs.9 ("whoever
divorces his wife, except for unchastity, and marries another, commits
adultery") applied only to the long
betrothal period among the Jews of
the day. "One partner's sexual misconduct does not nullify the other

partner's vow," James says.

Even

Paul's statement that a brother or sister "is not bound" when his or her
unbelieving spouse leaves, does not
give the forsaken partner permission
to remarry, he believes. Although not

bound

to the law of the absent

spouse, the person is

still bound by

his or her vow to God, and should
remain celibate in the hope that the
unfaithful mate might be won back.
Regarding those who are divorced
and remarried before conversion,

James holds that God's original plan,

not just the Christian ethic, applies"people in such a case should realize
that their divorce was a sin, and their
remarriage was a sin." They should

not, however, separate ("Every one
should remain in the state in which
he was called," 1Cor.7:20), but
should realize that this sin, along with
all others, was forgiven at their con-

is no justification,
James concludes, for the failure to
version. There

in public worship. He
adds that the foregoing is his present
understanding in the light of Scripture, especially as presented in the
Bill Gothard seminars, and is not the
official policy of the Monmouth
use such people

church.
Danise Pierce, a student at Abilene

Christian University, sent a creative
and reflective statement. "From the
heights of security I can permit myself to take the judgment seat," she
wrote, "(for I'm certainly not guilty.")
Then, after citing the biblical stric-

tures against divorce and remarriage,
"It's obvious; no room for questions.

Those who divorce for any reason
other than marital unfaithfulness are
adulterers, and according to Paul I'm
not even supposed to eat lunch with

them. Reminds me

of a

bumper

sticker I've seen-'1'he Bible says it.

I believe it. That settles it.'
"From my lofty pinnacle of righteousness, I can now hand down my
very scriptural decision-we must expel these immoral brothers and sis-

ters! (Too bad it's illegal to stone
'em these days.)

"Something compels me to conreading. 'Judge not lest ye
be judged.' A funny feeling rises in
my throat. I ignore it and quickly
skip to John 4. A Samaritan woman
who has had five husbands is living
with a man she isn'l even married to!

tinue

I sit back in satisfaction

and wait for
the lightning bolt to strike her down.
Jesus offers her living water.
"A woman is caught in adultery.
She ought to be stonedl (That's scriptural.) But 'He who is without sin, let
him throw the first stone.'
" 'But,' I protest, 'all have sinned.

(Continued from pøge 17)

Now can we eat? Wait'll someone says "When"!
Stop! Look at yourselves! How matry hundreds of groups do you have? All because of
your laws. Not our laws. Please, no, don't hang
the blame on us! Not Christ's laws! We've quoted
His. How can we not remember them, still ringing in our ears after 2,000 years! They're beauti-

ful!

Strain your ears! You. have our brother
John's records. Luke quotes the Christ; Theopholis will share his mail, if you'll stop shredding
it before he's through with it! And Matthew's
and Mark's summaries. Have you others? Read
Christ's words! "Go with him two miles." "He

18
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that is not against me is with me." "Let him that
is without sln cast the first stone." "You cannot
see the kingdom of heaven ttnless you become as

little children. "
Fighting children? Hating children? Children
gouging each other's eyes out? Children maiming
each other, drawing blood, kicking, clawing,
scratching, sticking, mauling, snatching? Children
knocking each other senseless? Utterly senseless,

mind and heart blown out, by brotherhood

bombs and canon calìnolÌs? Senseless, rernorseless, loveless? Is it too late? I)on't you know
we're crying? Is it too late?
JUNE, 1979

I sit back in satisfaction and

wait for the lightning bolt to strike
down the Samaritan woman, Jesus
offers her living water.

If

that's true, how can we judge our
brothers and sisters?'
"And I heard a voice in the depths

of my mind.

,There is only
one

lawgiver and judge, the one who is
able to save and destroy. But you,
who are you to judge your brother?'
The strange thing about falling from
that lofty seat of judgment is that I
never fail to land on my knees. . . .
"Dear Jesus, because of your love
for me, I think I can love my brother.
Because of the forgiveness I've received from you, I think

I can forgive
my brother-seven times, anyway.
Seventy times seven?! But that's4g0!
"Lord, have mercy on us.',

Another ACU student, Steue Ink,
wrote that, while divorce and remarriage are taken too lighily by our

culture, "This does not give us the

right to make a legal code out of the
simply trying to establish the original intent of
marriage. God's grace is big enough
to cover the divorce and remarriage
passages where Jesus was

of one who is trying to follow the
Lord. It is the duty of the church to
follow Christ's example. I see that as

proclaiming God's purpose of one
mate for life. But it is likewise the
loving acceptance and realization that

a

Christian

is

continually

washed

clean, with his old life (and previous

marriage) being completely blotted
out.tt

M. E. Grøy of Tupelo, Mississippi,
refers us to the George M. Lamsa
translation of the New Testament,
which attempts to reconstruct the
sayings of Jesus from the Aramic language, which he presumably spoke.

In

Lamsa's version, Matthew 5:32
reads, "Whoever marries a woman

who is separated but not divorced

commits adultery." Matthew 19:g
reads, "Whoever leaves his wife without. a charge of adultery and marries

another commits adultery; and

he

who marries a woman thus separated
commits adultery." Gray points out
that this translation harmcnizes with
Paul in 1 Corinthians 7.

But dealing with divorce and

re-

marriage problems is not that simple,
according to Dan Bryant of Bronson,
Florida. "In non-adulterous divorces,
especially, the situation can very seldom be confined to simplistic black

and white, either-or, answers,"

he

says. He cites an acquaintance whose
mental health is at stake in the marriage. Although no adultery is involved, "I would find it very hard to
respect a god who would disregard a
person's mental well-being in favor of

maintaining a rigid, legal system."
Bryant compares the Christian
ideal of marriage with Jesus' teaching
that man was not made for the sabbath, but the sabbath for man. ,,We
were not created for the institution
of marriage," he says, ,,rather, marriage was instituted for man. . to
make him whole. But when man, ln
his weakness, makes a mistake by becoming involved in a match not made

in

heaven, he finds his wholeness
lacking." If the person happens to be
a Christian he or she may "seem to
be stuck in a rigid, unforgiving, and
unyielding system with no face-saving
way out." Therefore, Bryant concludes, "one has to ask whether mankind was made for the institution, or
the institution (marriage? church?)
for mankind. When we are looking at
grey areas, I do not think simptistic
answers will

suffice."

t

One has to ask whether man-

kind was made for the institut¡on,
or the institution (marriage?
church?) for mankind.

JUNE,1979
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music in the corporate assembly, classes, cups,
pre- and post-millennialism, cooperative endeavors such as missionary and benevolent societies,
the Heratd of Truth radio and TV program, hats,
long hair, and a host of other matters. Irrational
interpretations have' been formulated and hierarchical action taken against good and contrite
believers by those who have understood Paul's
admonition to mean that unity can be attained
only by dividing.

Marl¡ing
God's
Ch¡ldren

No religious party can long exist without rigid
standards. And those standards cannot be enforced upon others or used as divisive weapons
unless some scripture is made to teach that cQnquering the human spirit that dares to differ is
the only way to maintain the system. For without this kind of scripture, tranquillity would be'
exalted and love would flow as sweet and precious as John's manuals!

By BUFF SCOTT, JR.

"I appeal to you, brethren, to take note
of those who create dissensions and difficulties, in opposition to the doctrine

Rank division occurred when we demonstrated

to the world that we would rather build walls instead of bridges. The end result is that we have

which you haue been taught. Auoid thern"

(Rom. 16:17, RSV).

Of all the passages of Scripture used by constituents of the former Restoration Movement
to disown and divide God's sheep, this one is
among those most widely engaged. The KJV says
to "mark" and avoid them.

Paul's injunction has been employed as a
"sword of the Spirit" to rip apart honest saints
who entertain "wrong views" on instrumental
Scott, Jr., a counselor at the Cherol¿ee (Iowa)
Mental Health Institute, is a former preøching mínister

Buff

in both instrumentøl and non-instrumentøl
Christ.
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Churches

of

twenty or more partisan cliques within the Restoration brotherhood, with each claiming to have
a monopoly on truth and heaven hereafter. Most
of these groups feel they have encompassed the
whole body of truth, that others are depraved,
divisive, and teachers of falsehood because they
"do not bring this doctrine."* Each faction contends that unity can be achieved only by joining
them. And each group designates their parüy
"the church of our Lord!" Surely an injustice is
committed against Ephesians 4:4, where Paul
makes it clear that there is one body of believers
-one whole body, not split, severed, or separated.
+A related passage dealing with "doctrine" is 2 John
9-10. The context and universal scholarship agree that
John's "doctrine" refers to the facts about Jesus' coming
in the flesh.
JUNE,1979

Those who are always accusing other brethren of 'going
beyond the doctr¡ne of Christ,'and who avoid and 'mark'
those who disagree with them, are the actual dividers.
The'markers'are those who need to be'marked'!

There are valid reasons to believe that the
"doctrine" Paul referred to is altogether alien
to our contemporary issues, and contains no
principle to deal with them. Even assuming his
"doctrine" does provide a blueprint for our
brotherhood problems, we would be compelled
to "mark" every brother and sister who disagreed with us on almost any and all subjects,
since we consider the vast majority of our views
major and important.
When ambassador Paul was faced wiúh the
wretched doctrinal condition of the Christian
community at Corinth, he neither "marked" or
excommunicated them. Rather, he called them
brethren and søinús, and even addressed his epistles to t}r.e "congregations of God."

as he concerned? Yes. Did he take corrective
action? Indeed. But not in the form of excommunicative edicts or editorial harassment or
petty attacks. Nor did he call upon other congregations to avoid them. In fact, he did just the
opposite. He told them that the congregations in
the province of Asia send their greetings (1- Cor.
16:L9). He faiied to admonish the ,ifaithful"
saints to pull out and go to the other side of
town and start a "sound church!" Instead he initiated a program of loue and concerrz. positively
stated, their problems were solved by their remaining and working together and loving one

another.

Why did Paul not use the principle most fac-

tions claim is found in Romans 16:1? and
"mark" and "avoid" the Corinthian believers?
If he could tell others to use it, why not be consistent and use it himself? I suggest that if "doctrine" in the passage under study alludes to anything not specifically mentioned in Scripture,
thus enveloping all of our theological hangups,
tliere is no hope for unity among believers. Thus
JUNË, 1979

Jesus prayed a useless and meaningless prayel in
John 17. Of course I am not ready for this conclusion. I do not hold the view that Jesus prayed
for an impossible goal.
But what did Paul mean in Romans 16:1??
Permit me to paraphrase his statement: I beg
you, my brothers, watch out for those who take
pleasure in diuiding God's children, for all of you
haue been taught that diuision is contrat"y to the
doctrine which condemns it. Many of thr: different versions render this meaning. You will notice
that individual action, as opposed to congregational action, is stressed. The dividers were to be
shunned, avoided, observed, and ignored "for
such people are not serving our Lord Christ, but
their own appetites. By smooth talk and flattery
they deceive the minds of naive people" (vs. 18,
NIV). These people were controlled by the party
spirit (Gal. 5:20), and knowingly and deliber*
ately attempted to separate God's sheep from
the corporate fold and start a party or f'action
of their own making.
It is difficult for me to accept the notion that
those brothers who believe it is admissible to
play instruments of music in group worship are
trying to deceive the minds of innocent people
or serving their own partisan a¡rpetites. Nor do I
believe that our "premillennial brethren" are
heretics and striving to divide the family of God.
Simply put, the doctrine I haue learned is l,hat
God's people are not tó be dividecl. This sccnìs
to be the central truth of the passage. 'lhus,
those who are always accusing other brethren of
"going beyond the doctrine of Christ," ancl who
avoid andoomark" those who disagrr:e with them,
are the actual dividers, regardless of their sincerity. The "markers" are those wh<¡ need to be
"marhed!" Watch out for them, avoid them,
shun them, for their partisan nature demanrls
division.
Love and tolerance will reunite God's children. Hate and the partisan spirit that marhs all
who differ fronr us will drive us farther apart. t
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WHY I LËFT_WITHOUT
GOING ANYWHERE
"Why I Left" articles have been vogue
among many religious groups for years. When
former priest James Kavanaugh wrote about
his "out-dated church," he unleashed a flood
of statements from people who felt they
had finally been given permission to leave their
religious heritage. The mass exodus of priests
from Roman Catholicism is surely matched, in
percentages, by Restoration-types who also
feel forced out. This journal has documented
the sad cases of many who have simply had

to leave.
They are joined by hundreds. Martin Marty
left the Missouri Synod. Douglas Marsh left
the Church of Christ because it is too conservative, while J. T. Smith left because it is too
liberal. Smith spoke at an entire series of talks
labeled "Why I Left." He was joined by Walter
Talley, who left the non-Bible class chruch
(in favor of the non-cooperation church, so it
is not clear whether he moved to the right
or the left, only that he left.) We even turned
down an article recently on how to ìeave. It
was a piece like the book Cre¿f iue Diuorce,
describing how to make the break with the
least trauma and the most finesse.
Leave without trauma? Be friends with an
unfaithful bride? Cut mvsetf off from the
roots that have nourished me, then smile al
the tragic necessity? Speak with genteel politeness about hypocritical church politics, or
bad preaching, or legalistic elderships? Not for
JUNE,1979

If a break must come, give me a voice
hoarse with crying out against the injustice of
it all, and some full-blown anger, and a parting
shot or two. Speak to me later about loving
my enemies; for the moment, if I am to die at
their hands let me leave protesting the
me.

execution.
But for me there is a better way, and one
increasingly open as churches tire of forcing
out those who love freedom and grace and
radical honesty. There is a movement afoot
which harks back to the beginnings of our
cause, when dissent and diversity were not yet
sufficient reason for division. Some who left
in haste now look longingly at this fresh spirit,
and wish they had stayed to encourage it. 'fo
them we say "Come on (back) in; the water's
fine (if frequently hot)."
And to the thousands of others who are
tempted to leave, there is good news: You can
leave without going anywhere. You can be a
non-sectarian in the midst of a sectarian
church (you would have to be that, anyway,
if you left and joined the Baptists). You can
be a grace-full Christian in the presence of
legalism, a free spirit within the confines of
many prison walls.
Of course, you alr:ne can judge your lirnits.
tsut judge, too, the impact you can have from
within. If just may be that your strength is
best felt in staying, and your leavening in not

leaving.
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